
RUBY’S CROISSANTS 
Makes 12 croissants 

DIRECTIONS 
  Step 1: If using yeast that needs to be activated, first combine the yeast with 
60ml of water and 1 tsp of your sugar (that means you'll be left with 1 TBS and 2 
tsp of sugar to use later on). Let this mixture sit for 10 minutes in order for the 
yeast to activate and for the mixture to look frothy/foamy. Combine the flours 
into a large bowl and then rub in the cubed butter using your fingertips. Add the 
yeast and stir to combine. Then stir in the salt and remaining sugar. Follow this 
by adding in the remaining water and the milk and use your hands to roughly 
combine everything together as one. The dough will be a dry shaggy dough and 
that's exactly what it's supposed to look like. No matter how badly you are 
tempted to, do NOT knead the mixture at this stage because you'll develop the 
gluten in the dough. Cover the bowl in plastic wrap and leave the dough to rest 
for 30 minutes. After it has rested, gently press the dough down if it has risen, 
cover the bowl again tightly with plastic wrap and place it in the fridge to chill 
for at least 3 hours (or as long as overnight). 

Step 2: Once the dough has chilled, it's time to get the sheet of butter ready. 
First you are going to want to heavily dust the block of butter (or combination of 
a couple of butter sticks) with flour and then place it between two sheets of 
parchment paper. Using a rolling pin, bash out the butter into a square that’s 
about 25cmx25cm. Place the bashed-out square of butter back in the fridge 
while you get the dough ready. Take the dough out of the fridge and tip it out 
onto a large rectangle, about 50x30cm. Take out the butter sheet and lay it over 
half of the dough and then fold the other half of the dough over to completely 
cover the butter. Make sure to gently smooth your dough/butter parcel to press 
out any air bubbles. Then seal the edges by pressing down with either your finger or the length of the rolling pin. Once finish, you 
should have a completely sealed, dough-wrapped parcel of butter. Wrap this in plastic wrap and put it back in the fridge for 30 minutes, 
this time will allow the dough and the butter to reach the same(ish) temperature.  

Step 3: Take the dough out of the fridge and gently roll the chilled dough out on a lightly floured surface into a large rectangle, at least 
twice as long as it is wide. It should be rolled out, so the thickness is no greater than 1cm. The first roll is always the hardest, work slowly 
to avoid squeezing the butter out of the sides or forcing it through the dough. Start but gently pressing down all over the dough with 
your rolling pin to flatten it slightly and evenly distribute the butter. Then roll it carefully, but firmly, making sure to periodically check 
to see that it doesn't stick to the work surface. Lightly dust any excess flour off of the surface of the dough and then fold a third of the 
rectangle over and then the other third on top. Rotate the dough 90º, so the fold lines now run across the width of the dough rather than 
towards you (in other words, turn it so the long end is running horizontal in front of you on your work surface). Wrap this in plastic 
wrap and leave it to rest in the fridge for 30 to 45 minutes. This was the first turn of the dough.  

Step 4: Give the dough two more turns, rolling, folding, rotating and chilling each time. It will become increasingly difficult to roll out 
the dough as you go on, because you are developing the gluten in the dough as you are rolling it and folding it. After every turn, make 
sure to place it back in the fridge for 30 to 45 minutes.  

Step 5: After the final turn has chilled, the dough is ready to be rolled and shaped. Roll out the dough into a rectangle about 70cm long 
and 20cm wide. It will be hard to achieve this size as it will be very thin but keep going and be patient. As you roll, gently lift the dough 
by one edge and flap it against the work surface to loosen it and give it a chance to breathe and relax. Continue to gently roll and re-roll 
it until the dough stays at 70x20cm without springing back. Be sure as to not use too much flour on the work surface as this will making 
it even harder to roll out the dough.  

Step 6: Cut the dough into triangles that are 10-12cm at their base (width) and 20cm tall. Use a ruler! I like to use a very sharp knife or a 
pizza cutter to do this. 

Step 7: To shape each croissant, stretch the triangle by its bottom two corners, slightly elongating its 10cm base so that it flares out. Now 
roll the triangle up tightly from the base to tip, stretching the tip up slightly as you do so. Now it will resemble the final croissant, all you 
need to do now is curve the ends around slightly to give it a crescent shape. Let the shaped croissants to prove on a large baking tray 
lined with parchment paper for around 1 1/2-2 hours depending on how warm your kitchen is. They'll be ready when you poke one and 
it's spongy, not springy. Cover the croissants loosely with plastic wrap while they rise and preheat the oven to 400º F.  

Step 8: Once rise, brush the croissants with the egg wash and try to keep the egg away from the cut edges, only brush it on the smooth 
tops of the croissants. If you brush the cut edges, it'll bind the flaky layers together. Bake in the oven for 20minutes and leave to cool a 
little bit on a wire rack, but they are best eaten when still slightly warm.  

INGREDIENTS: 

350g bread flour 

150g all-purpose flour 

50g unsalted butter, cold and cut 
into cubes 

7g instant yeast 

1 1/2 tsp salt 

2 TBS sugar 

150ml cool water (or if you have 
yeast that needs to be activated, 
60ml warm water and 90ml cool 
water) 

150ml whole milk 

200g block of unsalted butter 

1 large egg, beaten with 1 TBS 
milk, to glaze 

 

 


